CASE STUDY

Industry:
Public Safety/ Non Profit
Company:

KidTRAXX
KidTRAXX is local child
tracking project operating in
a small community.
Challenge:
Reliable system for
real-time tracking and
communication
Solution:
TRBOnet Enterprise
Result:
Cost-effective, reliable and
easy-to-use solution

“While playing around and
testing TRBOnet we were
amazed how every possible
feature we needed and
were looking for was there.
This is absolutely the way
to go and we’ll never look
back.” Jamie Cid, KidTRAXX

KIDTRAXX TURNS TO TRBONET

KidTRAXX, a local child tracking project has turned to TRBOnet without looking
back after trying multiple other software packages and not finding what they
needed.

THE CHALLENGE
KidTRAXX is a local non-profit child tracking project that works in a small community
of 20 families with children ages 9-14. Children have Motorola MOTOTRBO radios and
other GPS enabled devices that allows parents to communicate with, and track them
real-time within the community.
KidTRAXX was looking for a reliable software to expand the possibilities and add
Geofencing capabilities. It was also important for them to be able to connect to
repeaters directly via IP without any control stations.
“We have installed numerous demo software packages from two other vendors and
we weren’t finding the features we needed”, - says Jamie Cid, a project leader at
KidTRAXX. “Some vendors had a couple of the features while others didn’t, we were in
despair.”

SOLUTIONS
After almost a year of demos and wasting time trying to get it right KidTRAXX
stumbled onto the TRBOnet website.
“While playing around and testing TRBOnet we were amazed how every possible
feature we needed and were looking for was there”, - says Jamie Cid. “And even better,
we didn’t have to spend additional out of pocket funds on a “control” radio as it
supports a direct connection to the repeater. This is absolutely the way to go and we’ll
never look back.”
With TRBOnet parents can track their children with the GPS feature of the radio and call
a child privately via the SIP PBX Integration. The Geofencing capability allows parents
to get alerts when their kids leave a predefined and configurable area.
“TRBOnet also has a nice web interface for the parents to login to,” – says Jamie Cid.
“The entire system couldn’t be simpler to set up and use.”
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RESULTS
Reliable solutions at no additional cost. TRBOnet connects to the repeaters over IP, so there’s no need to purchase
control stations.
Increased safety with constant monitoring of the radios GPS location features. TRBOnet Geofencing allows users to
set up rules so parents can be notified in case radio unit leaves an assigned zone.
A tracking system that’s easy to set up and simple to use. Parents can login to the web console and track or contact
their children with the click of a button.

“I like to personally be ahead of the game and know without a shadow of a
doubt where my child is to know that they are safe and secure. Thanks to
TRBOnet I am able to do so.”
Jamie Cid, a project leader at KidTRAXX

Sales and Support
For Sales and Support contact your local TRBOnet dealer or visit www.trbonet.com for a complete list of available dealers in
your area.
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